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Binarenu Uvezkenenu Nelech:
With our youth and our elders we will go forward
As we begin the year 5783, we are looking forward to a rich array of Adult Ed
programs that we will be offering. We also begin the new year in a transitional
stage, carrying with us the strong foundation that our beloved Rabbi Perkins
provided us over the past 31 years. We move forward into the next year with
Rabbi Samuel (Sami) Barth serving as our spiritual guide to help us through this
transition to our congregation’s next phase. Rabbi Barth plans to offer a variety of
stimulating educational opportunities. All of us, from our youngest members to
our oldest members, including our founders, join together in unity as we move
forward. This theme encapsulates our new reality.
Our educational opportunities expanded during Covid and many of our programs
were held virtually. As the Re-opening Committee has allowed more programs to
occur in-person, we will continue with a hybrid approach moving forward. We
will plan many in-person programs, with the option to attend by Zoom.
We will continue to offer monthly Kiddush Conversations to hear from our current
and former Temple members about their personal life experiences and challenges.
Rabbi Leslie Gordon will be returning to lead Torah on Two Feet on Shabbat
mornings on a monthly basis. Eitan Bloostein will offer a monthly Talmud study
class. Rabbi Barth will teach both weekly and seasonal classes on such topics as
Poetry in our Jewish Journey and Subversive Prayer. Rabbi Perkins will reprise his
role of leading Daf Yomi We will also bring you speakers from both outside the
Temple as well as Temple members to present a variety of stimulating topics. We
look forward to any feedback you wish to offer. Please check ComingUp@Aliyah
and The Sunday Scoop for any program updates on dates, times, and venue.
I wish to thank the committee chairs, whose programs appear in this booklet. I also
wish to extend a special thanks to Rabbi Sami Barth, Cantor Jamie Gloth, Rabbi
Carl Perkins, Kayla Reisman Brandel (Director of Congregational Learning and
Engagement), Co-VPs of Education – Miriam Weshler and Dan Winograd, Sue
Kesner, and the Adult Ed Committee (Laura Kaufman, Ellen Moskowitz, and
Jessica Weiss), who helped compile and edit the many programs listed in this
year’s Adult Learning and Spiritual Practice Opportunities booklet.
Please feel free to browse this catalogue for educational and spiritual opportunities
and attend a program or two, or many more.
Best wishes for a happy, healthy and sweet 5783!
B’Shalom,
Lori Resnick, Adult Education Committee Chair

www.templealiyah.com/Learning/Adult_Education
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HIGH HOLIDAYS
A High Holiday Meditation Service
Second Day of Rosh Hashanah, Tuesday, September 27 / 8:15 to 9 am
Naomi Litrownik, LICSW
Start the second day of Rosh Hashanah with a Meditation Service led by Naomi
Litrownik. This service gives you an alternative means of connecting
spiritually with the themes of the High Holidays. The service is similar to the
monthly Shabbat morning meditation group. All are welcome, no prior
experience necessary! This program will be offered both in-person and through
zoom. If you have any questions or need more information, please contact
Naomi for Zoom instructions specific to this service at
Naomi.Litrownikmsw@gmail.com.

Bar Kochba and the Yom Kippur Prayer Service
Yom Kippur, Wednesday, October 5 / 3:30 to 4:30 pm
David Bernat, PhD
Arguably, the disastrous outcome of the Bar Kochba Rebellion of ~135 CE left
the deepest and most indelible wound on the ancient Jewish community and on
our collective historical consciousness, a wound more devastating even than the
destruction of both Jerusalem Temples. An expression of this pain is found in the
section of the Yom Kippur service titled “Martyrology”, Eleh Ezkerah in Hebrew
[literally translated “These I will remember”], that dramatizes the torture and
death of 10 great sages at the hands of the Romans, most notably R. Akiba. Our
session will delve into the Eleh Ezkerah liturgy and include a thorough historical
review of the Bar Kochba revolt and its conclusion, looking at textual and
archaeological sources in order to give some context to the prayer and its
legendary background, and also to provide an understanding of this important
chapter of Jewish history.
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SHABBAT LEARNING AND
SPIRITUAL PRACTICE OPPORTUNITIES
Shabbat Meditation
Shabbatot: October 1, November 5, December 3 , January 7, February 4,
March 4, April 1, May 6, June 3 / 9 to 10 am
Naomi Litrownik, LICSW
Envision spending an hour during Shabbat morning on a spiritual journey that
includes brief silent meditation, chanting, Torah reflection, and discussion about
what really matters in our lives. Allow yourself to be fully present at this sacred
time, Hineni. Let yourself take this journey monthly at Shabbat Meditation.
Newcomers warmly welcome to this well- established group that has been
meeting for over 15 years! This program will be offered both in-person and
through Zoom. Please contact Naomi Litrownik for Zoom link at
Naomi.litrownikmsw@gmail.com

Torah on Two Feet
Shabbatot: October 22, November 19, December 17, January 21, February
18, March 18, April 15, May 20, June 17 / 9 to 10 am
Rabbi Leslie Gordon
Dig deep into the weekly Torah portion and enhance your Shabbat morning
experience. Join us as we explore the weekly Torah reading from literary,
spiritual, and psychological perspectives. We meet one Shabbat morning per
month, finishing our study in time to join the Torah service in the main
sanctuary. No Hebrew required. Come for any or all sessions.

POST KIDDUSH
Kiddush Conversations
Shabbatot: September 24, October 15, December 3, January 14,
February11, April 1, April 15, May 13, and June 10 / After Kiddush,
following Shabbat services; Led by members of Temple Aliyah.
Our congregation is filled with fascinating people with interesting stories to
share. At Kiddush Conversations, Temple Aliyah members draw upon their
areas of expertise, life experiences, or interests to lead a Conversation. These
Conversations provide us with opportunities to learn from and about each other
in a relaxed environment. Enhance your enjoyment of Shabbat by joining the
Conversation!
Details of each Kiddush Conversation follow:

www.templealiyah.com/Learning/Adult_Education
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Shabbat, September 24
Kayla Reisman Brandel, Director of Congregational Learning and
Engagement, Presenter
Binarenu Uvezkenenu Nelech: “With our youth and with our elders we will go
forward.”
With Rabbi Perkins' departure this year, and the return to full in-person after
Covid, we are moving into a time of transition. Kayla Reisman Brandel will
discuss this year’s Temple-wide theme as it relates to our joining together as a
multi-generational congregation and moving forward into the next phase of our
Temple’s life.

Shabbat, October 15
Noah Carp, Presenter
Kehillah and its Many Shapes: Mourning During Covid.
The needs of a mourner are difficult to predict or describe, and the support
provided by one’s community can be of immeasurable value. Noah will explore
the extraordinary role that kehillah played as his mother’s health began a steep
decline just prior to the March 2020 lockdowns driven by the Covid-19 pandemic.
During the months leading up to his mother’s death in November 2020, Noah was
fortunate to have the guidance and support from Rabbi Perkins and several other
rabbis who are personal friends. The mourning period allowed him to draw on the
support and compassion from our wonderful Temple Aliyah kehillah as well as
four other communities. This experience was the direct result of the virtual shape
of the world during the pandemic.

Shabbat, December 3
Harvey Shapiro, PhD, Presenter
Illuminating points of connection and contention between classical Jewish
learning and modern educational philosophy
Dr. Harvey Shapiro will share his scholarship on the relationships between
educational philosophy and classical Jewish learning. Specifically, he will guide
us through an inquiry into excerpts from the work of American philosopher, John
Dewey (1859-1952) and that of Rabbi Ḥayyim of Volozhin (1749-1821), the
founder of the Lithuanian yeshiva movement. This kind of counterintuitive,
interdisciplinary conversation forms the framework for his book, Educational
Theory and Jewish Studies in Conversation: From Volozhin to Buczacz (Rowman
& Littlefield, Lexington Books, 2013). Harvey will show what he believes is at
stake when we think and communicate together across discourses that illuminate
and challenge one another with robust, even contentious interaction.
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Shabbat, January 14
Rabbi Search Committee
The Rabbi Search Committee will interview a prospective candidate for the
permanent position of Rabbi of Temple Aliyah. Congregants will be able to
have a conversation with the rabbinical candidate and learn more about their
background.

Shabbat, February 11
Wendy Bornstein, Presenter
Making Connections over Coffee.
During Covid and since relocating, Wendy has launched a new career, adding
to her role as realtor with Coldwell Banker, to become a freelance writer. Last
Fall, she published her first book, “Coffee Connections: Finding Common
Ground with My Daily Brew”. This book is part memoir and part reflection of
how she has learned to network and build lifelong relationships. She is excited
to share her journey during Kiddush Conversations and is always looking
forward to new coffee connections.

Shabbat, April 1
David Farbman, PhD, Presenter
Exploring Jews by Choice.
According to the 2019 World Jewish Population report, the number of people in
America identifying as Jews has a net “loss” of an estimated 600,000 over the
first years of the 21st century. Amidst this highly publicized movement away from
organized Judaism, many have quietly traveled a contrary path. Estimates are hard
to come by, but it seems that roughly 10,000 people annually convert to Judaism
in the United States. While likely most of these are introduced to Judaism through
a romantic partner or undertake conversion with this relationship in mind, there
are also those who come to Judaism absent such influence. These latter paths are
fewer—though still prevalent—and their stories are told much less often. In
anticipation of writing a book which aims to collect and contextualize a small
sample of these stories, David will explore a bit about who these individuals are
and what about their background and education, their intellectual and emotional
selves, their deepest yearnings have led them to embrace the Jewish faith.

www.templealiyah.com/Learning/Adult_Education
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Shabbat, April 15
Fred Borgenicht, Presenter
From Vienna to Cali: The Story of One “Kinde” from the Kindertransport.
Fred will retrace his father's journey as an 8 year old child on the
Kindertransport from Vienna to Colombia via a small farm in Millisle, Ireland.
Fred will use recently uncovered letters and documents to shed some light on
what it may have taken his father to survive this journey, separated from his
parents. Come join Fred on this exploration of an important event in recent
Jewish history through the personal lens of his family's history.

Shabbat, May 13
Lisa Wollman, M.D., Presenter
How My Life Changed after Becoming a Whistleblower.
As an MGH anesthesiologist, Lisa enjoyed firsthand knowledge of the inner
sanctum of the operating room, a place where talented medical professionals
literally hold life in their hands. Patients take a leap of faith when they allow
Lisa to place them under anesthesia, relinquishing their consciousness and
voice. After joining MGH orthopedics, she encountered physicians who
regularly scheduled two concurrent surgeries, leaving patients under anesthesia,
exposed and open, lying on a table waiting for the surgeon to return. Seven
years ago, after a five-year battle to change this practice from within, she
decided to blow the whistle on concurrent surgery by cooperating with a Globe
Spotlight investigation. This was the hardest decision of her life, involving
filing a federal lawsuit against her professional home, the place where she
received world class training. Fearing she would be fired, Lisa subsequently
relinquished her position. Doctor Dennis Burke, her esteemed whistle-blower
colleague, was, in fact, vilified and had his privileges revoked. In this Kiddush
Conversation, Lisa will discuss how she made the decision to become a
whistleblower and how it impacted her professional life and her life as a
patient.

Shabbat, June 10
Rabbi William Kaufman, PhD, Presenter
Maimonides 13 Principles of Faith: Part II
Moses Maimonides, born Moses Ben Maimon (1135-1204) and known as
“Rambam”, was one of the greatest Jewish thinkers of all time. He wrote his
major philosophical work, The Guide for the Perplexed, for his star pupil
perplexed by anthropomorphisms, the attribution of human characteristics to God
in the Torah. This is indeed one of our modern perplexities today. Rabbi
Kaufman will explore these perplexities through a continued exploration of
Maimonides’ last 7 principles of his 13 principles of faith.
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FULL YEAR LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES
(Starting in September and extending into June)

A Taste of Daf Yomi – The Daily Study of a Page of Talmud
Monday mornings after Sukkot / 8 to 8:45 am (Zoom only)
(Check ComingUp@Aliyah for specific dates)
Rabbi Carl M. Perkins, Rabbi Emeritus
Daf Yomi, Hebrew for “page of the day,” refers to a daily regimen in which each
of the 2,711 pages of Talmud is studied in numerical order. Beginning in January
2020, Rabbi Perkins began studying a page of Talmud each day and joined
hundreds of thousands of other scholars who do the same. Following a prescribed
schedule, participants are able to complete the entire Talmud in seven years. Join
with Rabbi Perkins and fellow congregants to study and discuss a highlight from
one of the previous week’s Daf Yomi pages. Relevant reading materials will be
provided and no advanced preparation is required.

Talmud: Greatest Hits
Thursdays, October 20, November 10, December 1, January 12, February 9,
March 16, April 20 and May 11 / 8 to 8:45 am (Zoom only)
Eitan Bloostein
Two Jews, three opinions? Try a book full of hundreds of rabbis arguing
generation after generation! Come take a tour of the greatest hits of the Talmud
with Eitan Bloostein. This course will look at themes of: ancient rabbinic
understanding of the project of interpreting the Torah into the Jewish religion we
practice today, maintaining coherence in a religion full of disagreement, and
more! We will look at rabbinic understandings of “eye for an eye,” honoring your
mother and your father, how rabbis saw Queen Vashti, the Jewish legal process,
and more! No Hebrew or Talmud skills are required for this class. Please join us!

Sisterhood Book Group (Open to all)
Wednesday evenings, October 26, December 7, February 1, May 3 / 7:45 to 9 pm
All are welcome at the Sisterhood Book Club! Books are selected by the
members, and everyone has the option (but not the obligation) to lead a group. The
group meets four times a year for lively and interesting discussions. Meet new
people! Spend time with friends! And, of course, share your thoughts and
interests in discussion.
No advance sign-up necessary and you can come to one or all of the
discussions.
Books will be announced well in advance of each discussion in
ComingUp@Aliyah. For further information, contact Sisterhood at
sisterhood@templealiyah.com

www.templealiyah.com/Learning/Adult_Education
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Rosh Chodesh Women’s Study Group
Mondays, September 19, October 3, November 7, December 5, January 16,
February 6, March 20, April 17, May 1, and June 5 / 7:15 to 9 pm
Led by Members of the Study Group
Join Temple Aliyah’s Sisterhood/Women of Temple Aliyah in learning and
socializing at this monthly group meeting. This year the Rosh Chodesh
Women’s Study Group will explore how Torah and Talmud apply to women’s
issues in contemporary life. Members of the group take turns leading the
discussion. (There is no obligation to do so.) Discussions are in English and no
prior knowledge of the topics discussed is required. All are welcome.
Resource materials for this year include: Chapters of the Heart: Jewish
Women Sharing the Torah of Our Lives ed. by Sue Levi Elwell and Nancy
Fuchs Kreimer and A Bride for One Night: Talmudic Tales by Ruth Calderon.
The first book includes essays by 20 women in which they share personal
experiences through a Jewish lens. In the second book, Ruth Calderon
rewrites Talmudic tales to give them a contemporary spin. Both books are
available on Amazon or in local bookstores or at the local library. For more
information contact Meda Turetsky: mturetsky@yahoo.com or Michele
Koppelman: pieceful@gmail.com

Race Book Group
Scheduled during the year
Led by Members of the Book Group
Following a TA workshop on race in the Summer of 2017, a few members
decided they wanted to continue this important discussion and our Race Book
Club was born. Since then, we have read dozens of book over the years, mostly
on race pertaining to African Americans but also regarding Jews and Native
Americans. Every 3-4 months, we suggest different books and once voted on, we
pick a date and a volunteer to lead the rich, in-depth discussion. Everyone is
welcome! For more information, please contact Arlene Bryer
at arlene.bryer@outlook.com.
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— FIRST SESSION—
FALL AND EARLY WINTER PROGRAMS
Hesed at Temple Aliyah
Wednesday, September 14 / 4 to 5 pm /Under the Tent at Temple Aliyah with
Zoom option
Come and eat cookies and have a cup of tea or seltzer as we discuss "What is Hesed
at Temple Aliyah and how can I be involved?"
Judy Pike, a long-time member of Temple Aliyah will discuss how and why the
Hesed Committee was formed. We will explain how we manifest Hesed today.
We welcome all members of our congregation to join us in acts of kindness both
large and small as we work to make our world better. There are many ways to be
involved. We especially invite upcoming b'nai mitzvah families. Please contact
Sharon or Nicole for more information prior to meeting by email:
sharon.katz@templealiyah.com or nicole.rudolph@templealiyah.com

The Language of Coffee: Arabic Cooking and Culture
Thursday, September 15 / 8 to 9 am
May Arow, Abraham Initiatives
What and how we eat and drink tells us much about culture and society. Coffee is
an integral element of Arabic hospitality and culture, but it is not the coffee most
Americans are familiar with, in preparation or presentation. How the word is
pronounced in Arabic (“kahweh”) can often reveal much information about the
speaker's background. Through making coffee, May will share the traditions,
culture, and cultural misunderstandings that are found in Arab society in Israel.

The Jews of Uganda
Sunday, September 18 / 10:00 to 11:30 am.
Martin Mould, PhD
The Bayudaya are a century-old indigenous community in Uganda who decided
that they wanted to be and live as Jews – at a time when they thought that Jews no
longer existed in the world and all they knew of Jews and Judaism was what they
read in the Old Testament. Martin Mould will present a brief exposition, with the
aid of some photos, videos, and sound recordings, of the Bayudaya community in
Uganda (now in Kenya, too), their origin as a community, their rituals and
practices, their relationship to other Ugandans, and their more recent connections to
the broader world Jewish community and how those have changed them. Martin
lived in Uganda and Kenya in the ’60s, ’70s, and ’80s and has since visited many
times and gotten to know the community, its esteemed rabbi, and many of its
individual members.

www.templealiyah.com/Learning/Adult_Education
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Study Sessions with Rabbi Sami Barth
TBA (Check ComingUp@Aliyah and The Sunday Scoop for Program Listings)
Rabbi Sami Barth, Interim Rabbi
Join Rabbi Sami Barth, Interim Rabbi, for various learning opportunities
throughout the year, including topics such as “Subversive Prayer”, “Poetry in our
Jewish Journey from King David and the Psalms through Yehudah Halevi, Bialik,
and Naomi Shemer,” and “The Guntze Megillah and Kol B’Seder”, which will
delve into the customs, text, mysteries and halakhah of the Book of Esther leading
into lesser known wrinkles of the Seder. All of these will be explored through the
lens of post-modern literary analysis, Sephardic Kabbalah, and Derrida – rooted
in the writings of contemporary sage and Professor Marc Alain Ouaknin.

The Mid-term Elections and the Erosion of our Democratic
Institutions
Thursday, September 20 / 8 pm
Lisa Danetz, Brennan Center for Justice at NYU Law School
Come to this kick-off session of the Social Justice Lecture Series to explore the
politics of the mid-term elections with Lisa Danetz, a policy expert and advocate
in the voting rights, election administration, and democracy field. Lisa’s talk will
focus on the threats to our electoral system, which, since its inception has been
based on non-partisan accountability and the checks and balances built into our
democratic institutions. Coming out of the 2020 elections, a new trove of
problems has emerged, largely revolving around election subversion. These
include attacks on election officials with threats for not responding to non-existent
fraud, state legislatures changing laws about who decides election outcomes, and
laws that criminalize election work and allow partisans to remove election
officials. This includes proactive efforts to sow distrust of election outcomes and a
Supreme Court flirting with a radical theory that would limit protection of voting
only to state legislatures.
This session will conclude with a presentation of local and Massachusetts voting
issues and the Votes Act by our own Fredie Kay, founder of Suffrage 100MA,
and how we can become actively involved in the upcoming mid-term elections.
Sponsored by the Social Action Committee
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Kesher Committee Israel Election Preview
Sunday, October 23 / 10 to 11 am
Howard Kaufman
On November 1, 2022, Israel will be conducting its fifth round of elections since
April 2019. Why does Israel keep having elections? What happened to the broadbased coalition led by Naftali Bennett? Will Bibi Netanyahu be making a
comeback? How long will Yair Lapid be able to hold onto his job as Prime
Minister? Does Israeli politics make any sense at all? To learn about these and
many other questions come to the Kesher Committee Israeli election preview.

Jewish Music and Classical Composers
Tuesdays, November 1and 8 / 7:45 to 9:15 pm
Cantor Jamie Gloth
Cantor Gloth will explore the interface of Jewish identity with the secular world
around us by looking at two of the 20th century’s giants in the world of classical
music. The class will examine and listen to the music of European Jewish
composer Ernest Bloch, and American Jewish composer Leonard Bernstein.

Knitting Workshop for Hesed Shawls
Wednesday, November 15 / 5 to 6 pm / Zoom session
Nicole Rudolph will lead the first knitting workshop for those who are interested
in a great knitting project for the winter months: A Hesed Shawl. These
warm shawls are made and then given to a member of the Temple Aliyah
community as a physical form of our caring for each other. It is appropriate for
any level of knitter. Directions can also be altered for those who prefer crocheting.
Anyone over the age of 8 is welcome to participate. Full kits with knitting
needles, yarn and instructions are available at the Temple Aliyah office and may
be obtained prior to or after the meeting. Please contact Nicole for more
information prior to meeting by email:
nicole.rudolph@templealiyah.com

Bob Dylan and Spirituality
Sunday, November 20 / 10 to 11:30 am
Dr. Stephen Arnoff
Bob Dylan’s need to know what’s blowing in the wind has shaped much of our
understanding about the meaning of life, the universe, and everything for more
than sixty years. Join Dr. Stephen Daniel Arnoff, author of About Man and God
and Law: The Spiritual Wisdom of Bob Dylan, for a communal conversation about
Dylan's restless journey to wisdom through the lens of sacred text, divine
revelation, and the magic of rock and roll.

www.templealiyah.com/Learning/Adult_Education
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Three Session Mini Course: Musical Midrash
Part 1 will be offered in the Fall and Parts 2 and 3 will be offered in the Winter
and Spring.
The endeavor of Midrash, ancient Biblical interpretation, so central to our
tradition and thought process, consists of quoting or referencing a verse, passage,
or story from the Tanakh, sometimes taking it out of context and then reframing it
to deliver a message or to comment on a current issue. The self-same approach to
the Bible, sometimes accomplished quite brilliantly, is evident in the work of our
best popular musical artists. Our mini-course will devote individual sessions to 3
exemplars of Musical Midrash: Leonard Cohen, The Grateful Dead, and Bob
Marley. In each session, we will briefly review basic Midrashic techniques, and
with that background, take a deep dive into the lyrics of our artists. While the
sessions are connected by topic, each can be attended as a stand-alone. The
course is intended to perk up our ears and broaden our Jewish imagination. The
program dovetails nicely with the multigenerational ethos of congregational
theme of the year, Exodus 10:9, as the artists we will be studying have the same
appeal to today's youth as they had to their parents and even grandparents.

Part 1: Leonard Cohen
Sunday, November 6 / 10 to 11:30 am
David Bernat, PhD
Leonard Cohen is perhaps the true master of Musical Midrash. He drew upon his
extensive knowledge base of Biblical and Jewish tradition to produce truly
evocative and timelessly resonant pieces [Cohen was raised in an Orthodox home
and is buried in the cemetery of Shaar Hashamayim, the Synagogue of his youth].
In our session, we will focus on his famous and oft covered ballad, “Halleluyah”
which highlights King David as a singer-songwriter and tragic figure. We will
also listen to and consider his “You Want it Darker,” with its haunting chorus of
Hineni, and “Who by Fire,” Cohen’s iconoclastic rendition of the High Holiday
prayer, “Unetaneh Toqef.”
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Film Discussion: Image of Victory
December 4 / 10 am
Please watch the film “Image of Victory” on Netflix (available now) and join
Kesher for a discussion of this thought provoking movie. “Images of Victory” is
inspired by true events in 1948. Hassanin, an Egyptian filmmaker, is tasked with
documenting a raid on the isolated Kibbutz Nitzanim. When the residents of the
Kibbutz learn of the impending army raid, Mira, a young but valiant mother, is
forced to reckon with the true cost of war and make an impossible choice.
Sponsored by Kesher Committee

Understanding Gender Identity: An Introduction to Non-binary
and Trans Identities
Sunday, December 4 / 7 to 8:30 pm
Sebastian Barr, PhD
He/him, she/her, they/them…. cisgender, transgender, non-binary, queer,
fluidity… mainstream understandings of the concept of gender identity have
evolved. Has your understanding of gender evolved too? This introduction to
understanding gender/gender identity as well as a definition of associated terms
will bring you up-to-date with contemporary thinking about gender identity and
development and help keep you current with today’s terminology. Join dynamic
speaker Dr. Sebastian Barr as he walks us through this timely issue.
Sponsored by the Mental Health Initiative

www.templealiyah.com/Learning/Adult_Education
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— SECOND SESSION—

WINTER AND SPRING PROGRAMS
Soup and Jokes
Wednesday, January 18 / 5 to 6 pm Zoom session
Join Sharon Katz and Nicole Rudolph at a Zoom event where we share some tasty
and easy warm soup recipes that you can make at home. While we are thinking of
soup, we will also share a series of jokes and even a story or two about a family
member or other treasured person in our lives. Our aim is to help make some of
the darkest evenings in the winter months a bit happier. Please contact Sharon or
Nicole for more information prior to meeting by email:
sharon.katz@templealiyah.com or nicole.rudolph@templealiyah.com
Sponsored by Hesed Committee

Musical Midrash
Part 2: Grateful Dead
Sunday, January 22 / 10 to 11:30 am
David Bernat, PhD
The Dead’s towering lyricists and band leaders, Robert Hunter, Jerry Garcia, and
Bob Weir, with their solid folk-rock grounding, drew freely from the Hebrew
Bible in many of their songs. We will take up examples such as “Samson and
Delilah,” a very pointed recasting of the Judges narrative, as well as “Estimated
Prophet,” with its mixed bag of more nuanced Biblical allusions.

Sisterhood Shabbat
Shabbat, February 11 / 9:15 am
Join the congregation at Sisterhood Shabbat, where the women of Temple
Aliyah lead the services, chant from the Torah, and conduct all prayers. A
guest speaker will deliver a d’var Torah. As always, services will conclude
with a festive Kiddush. Look for details in ComingUp@Aliyah, Sisterhood’s
monthly eblast, or contact Sisterhood at sisterhood@templealiyah.com to get
involved with organizing, participating, or preparing Kiddush.

Torah Fund Brunch
Sunday, March 19 / 11 am to 1 pm
Sisterhood’s annual potluck brunch raises funds in support of the Women’s
League for Conservative Judaism’s Torah Fund Campaign. Come hear an
outside speaker discuss current events. Keep an eye out for details in
ComingUp@Aliyah or Sisterhood’s monthly eblast!

www.templealiyah.com/Learning/Adult_Education
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Reproductive Justice in the Jewish Tradition
Sponsored by the Jillian Segal Fund through the Social Action Committee

(Part 1) Jewish Legal Perspectives on Abortion
Sunday, March 12 / 2 pm (on-site workshop)
Michal Raucher, PhD
This session will examine how abortion is discussed in classical Biblical and
Rabbinic sources, paying close attention to how they are used by contemporary
rabbinic scholars and Jewish leaders.

(Part 2) When and Why Israel Legalized Abortion
Tuesday, March 14 / 8 to 9 pm (Zoom)
Michal Raucher, PhD
This session will look at the Knesset proceedings from the 1970s and will
consider the competing interests that many Members of Knesset expressed as they
constructed new legislation around abortion.

(Part 3) Our Choices, Our Stories: Jewish Women’s Abortion
Experiences
Thursday, March 23 / 8 to 9 pm (Zoom)
Michal Raucher, PhD
This session will focus on Jewish women who have terminated pregnancies and
will examine them in light of the legal and halakhic considerations from the
previous two sessions. Do the texts respond to these experiences? What do the
experiences teach us that the texts did not?

Passover University
Sunday, March 26 / 11am to 1 pm
Unlike many other important holidays that take place in the synagogue, the
majority of Passover celebrations take place in people’s homes. Without the
leadership of a rabbi at home, how are we supposed to know what protocols to
follow? How do we make a Kosher Seder? How do we make a Seder that’s
interesting and engaging for our multigenerational families, where kids are
entertained and adults are intellectually stimulated? Learn how to prepare for
meaningful and fun Passover experiences in your home with Temple Aliyah’s
leadership team through workshops, discussions, and activities for all ages.
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Challah and Brownie Baking Event
Thursday, April 20 / 4 to 6 pm Temple Aliyah Kitchen
Join us in the Temple Aliyah kitchen as we bake brownies and Challah. Our
baked goods will be enjoyed by participants at home and some will later be shared
with members of the Temple Aliyah community. Open to all, including younger
children with parents. Please contact Sharon or Nicole for more information prior
to meeting by email:
sharon.katz@templealiyah.com or nicole.rudolph@templealiyah.com
Sponsored by Hesed Committee

Musical Midrash
Part 3: Bob Marley
Sunday, April 23 / 10 to 11:30 am
David Bernat, PhD
The Rastafarian religion of 20th century Jamaica provided a foundation for the
Reggae music genre and its true King, Bob Marley. Rastafari identify deeply with
Jewish history, particularly our origins as a nation of slaves, our redemption from
bondage, and our exile and Diaspora heritage. For the Rastafari, their Babylon is
the Caribbean to which they were brought in chains, and Africa is their promised
land. In addition, Rastafari, like Jews, believe in one God, Jah. Examples of this
Judeo-Biblical affinity include Marley’s hymn, “Exodus,” The Melodians’
“Rivers of Babylon,” and Tony Benjamin’s “Africa is Zion.” We will spend our
session with the Reggae greats, along with Jewish and Israeli artists heavily
steeped in Reggae, such as Matisyahu and Moshe ben Arei.

Temple Aliyah Shabbaton with Guest Scholar
Friday, Shabbat and Sunday, April 28-30

Mark your calendar for Shabbaton Weekend!
We are thrilled to announce that Shabbaton 2023 will take place on April
28-30, 2023. As always, we look forward to bringing you a thought provoking weekend of community activities and education. Keep an eye
on ComingUp@Aliyah for more details on this not-to-be missed weekend.

www.templealiyah.com/Learning/Adult_Education
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A Conversation About Addiction in our Jewish Community
Sunday, April 30 / 7 to 8:30 pm
Marla Kaufman, Executive Director and Founder of the Jewish Addiction
Awareness Network (JAAN)
There is a long-standing misconception within our community that Jews have
lower rates of addiction than the larger population. This has led to increased
isolation and stigma for Jews struggling with addiction and their loved ones,
which in turn can worsen an already devastating mental health problem. Please
join us as we learn how to better understand and support those experiencing
addiction, through a Jewish lens. Ms. Kaufman brings both a personal experience
of trying to help her son journey to recovery, as well as a commitment through
founding JAAN to educate and empower the larger Jewish community to help this
hidden population.
Sponsored by Temple Aliyah’s Mental Health Initiative, with support and funding
from CJP’s Ruderman Synagogue Inclusion Project

Jewish Music and Humor
Tuesdays, May 2 and 9 / 7:45 to 9:15 pm
Cantor Jamie Gloth
We will examine the lives and music of two comedic giants, Mickey Katz and
Allen Sherman. Both successfully broke through into mainstream American
music, blazing new frontiers with their Yiddish and Jewish parodies.

Rediscovering Yiddish Women Writers through Translation
Thursday, May 4 / 7:45 to 9:15 pm
Madeleine (Mindl) Cohen, PhD
A handful of Yiddish authors are well known today: Isaac Bashevis Singer,
Sholem Aleichem, Elie Weisel. However, the vast majority have become obscure
or forgotten outside of small circles. One crucial reason for this is that many
works of Yiddish literature have not been translated into English, and even those
that have been are often out of print. The story is even more challenging for
women writers in Yiddish, who struggled to be taken seriously by editors,
publishers, and their male peers. Most of the Yiddish women writers who gained
prominence during their lives were known only as poets, even if they were also
talented writers of stories, novels, and essays. In recent years a growing number
of talented translators and scholars have turned their attention to translating
stories, novels, essays, memoir, poetry, and plays written by women in Yiddish.
This talk will introduce some of the amazing women writers now available in
English, and the translators and scholars who are giving them their due.
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BIOGRAPHIES OF PRESENTERS
THE ABRAHAM INITIATIVES  The Abraham Initiatives promotes
Jewish-Arab partnership across all facets of Israeli society. The organization’s
goal is to fulfill the promise of full and equal citizenship and complete equality
of social and political rights for Israel’s Jewish and Arab citizens. Its leadership
team reflects the values of the organization and is comprised of Jews and Arabs
from across Israel, all with significant expertise in building Jewish-Arab
relations. The United States office is run by Jimmy Taber, the North American
Director. Jimmy worked for the New Israel Fund for several years and holds an
M.B.A. from Brandeis University Heller School of Social Work.

STEPHEN DANIEL ARNOFF  Stephen Arnoff illuminates the
intersection of popular culture and religion. His book About Man and God and
Law: The Spiritual Wisdom of Bob Dylan has been called "evocative," "soulful,"
"stirring," and "a revelation." Teaching and lecturing around the world, Stephen
lives in Jerusalem, where he is CEO of the Fuchsberg Jerusalem Center. Find out
more at www.mangodlaw.com.
MAY AROW  May is the Director of The Abraham Initiatives' Language As
a Cultural Bridge program. She develops and implements Arabic language
courses as an entry point to Arab culture and society for influential groups of
Israelis, including Hebrew language media outlets, Israeli corporations, higher
education staff, and city council members. May also played a key role in the
development of The Abraham Initiatives’ Ya Salam Initiative, which trains and
places Arab educators to teach spoken Arabic in Jewish schools and was adopted
by the Ministry of Education in 2017. Outside of The Abraham Initiatives, May is
a published children’s book author and has translated several others from English
and Hebrew to Arabic. She also writes for Haaretz and regularly contributes opeds that engage the Jewish public with Arab culture.

SEBASTIAN BARR, PHD  Sebastian Barr is a licensed psychologist
with a specialty in working with the transgender community both in his own
psychotherapy practice and as a consultant to other mental health professionals
and organizations. Sebastian has been involved in research projects primarily in
the area of trans and gender diverse people’s health and well-being. Dr. Barr coauthored numerous academic publications and presentations. Sebastian has also
conducted non-academic workshops. Dr. Barr has a PhD in Counseling
Psychology. Sebastian Barr completed a 2-year advanced post-doctoral
fellowship at the Program for Psychotherapy at Cambridge Health Alliance and
Harvard Medical School.

www.templealiyah.com/Learning/Adult_Education
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RABBI SAMUEL BARTH  Rabbi Sami Barth is currently serving as
Interim/Transitional Rabbi at Temple Aliyah. Rabbi Barth was educated in the UK
with an undergraduate major in mathematical physics, and advanced studies in
philosophy and comparative religion. Following Ordination from Leo Baeck
College in London (with a dissertation on “Kavvanah in Halakhic Sources”) he
pursued graduate study in Talmud and Liturgy. Rabbi Barth has served as a dean
and professor of liturgy at the Jewish Theological Seminary and also at the
pluralistic Academy for Jewish Religion (AJR), teaching and mentoring a new
generation of rabbis and cantors. Rabbi Barth is experienced in the specialized field
of transitional/interim rabbinate with experience in San Francisco, CA, Buffalo,
NY, Madison, WI, and Miami, FL. He has served as permanent rabbi in Brooklyn,
NY, Austin, TX, and Gloucester, MA.

DAVID BERNAT, PHD  David Bernat has been a Temple Aliyah
member since 2008 and served a term on the board as Adult Education chair. He
has a PhD from Brandeis in Biblical Studies and Jewish Antiquity, with research
and publications in the areas of ritual, as well as violence and religious zealotry.
Bernat has held faculty positions at Wellesley College, Hebrew College
Rabbinical School, and UMass Amherst. He is active and sought after as a
lecturer in the region on a wide variety of topics, particularly in Adult Learning
arenas, and regularly leads tours to Israel with a focus on history and
archaeology.

EITAN BLOOSTEIN  Eitan is a lifelong member of Temple Aliyah and a
product of the Boston Jewish community, having attended Solomon Schechter and
Gann Academy. Eitan spent a year at Yeshivat Ma’aleh Gilboa studying Talmud,
Tanakh, and other Jewish texts before attending Tufts University where he majored
in Religion. After spending two years as Director of Youth and Teen Engagement
at Temple Aliyah, Eitan is now in his second year as a rabbinical student at the
Jewish Theological Seminary. Eitan has been Scholar-in-Residence at Beth Tikvah
Synagogue in Toronto, Rabbi-in-Residence at Temple Israel of the Poconos, and is
serving as Rabbi-in-Training at Congregation Eitz Chaim in Monroe, New York
throughout this year. He is excited about Jewish thought and the application of our
shared ancient scriptures to our everyday lives.

FRED BORGENICHT  Fred was born in Cali, Columbia. He moved to the
US to study biomedical engineering. While in the US, he met Ellen, and they fell
in love, got married and had 3 kids and 3 grandchildren. When not at work, Fred
can be found riding his mountain bike with Ruby, his high energy poodle, in tow,
or pursuing his latest obsession – pickle ball. Fred and his wife Ellen have been
long-standing members of Temple Aliyah, and Fred has held various positions on
the Temple Aliyah Board.
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WENDY BORNSTEIN  Wendy has been a member of Temple Aliyah for
over 30 years. Her in-laws, Amalia and Joseph Bornstein were original founders.
Since joining the Temple, she has been active in many aspects of Temple life
including participation in the Sisterhood, Hesed Committee, Staying Connected and
perhaps more recently known as the Producer for the past 3 musicals, “The
Emperor’s New Clothes”, ”Fiddler on the Roof ”, and ”Joseph and the Amazing
Technicolor Dreamcoat”. After downsizing last year, Wendy moved fulltime to
Mashpee and remains a “wandering” member of our congregation.

KAYLA REISMAN BRANDEL, MA, MBA This will be Kayla's
fifth year at Temple Aliyah, serving for two years as the Director of Youth and
Teen Engagement (taking a break for two years) and returning the past two years
as the Director of Congregational Learning and Engagement. In her current role,
Kayla oversees our religious school, Mercaz Aliyah, and works closely with the
Adult Education Committee and on community holiday-based education. She
holds a master’s degree in Jewish Professional Leadership and Business
Administration from the Hornstein Program at Brandeis University. Kayla, her
husband, Andrew, and their daughter, Ruthie, live in Coolidge Corner.

NOAH CARP  Over the past 21+ years, Noah and his family have come to
see Temple Aliyah as his extended family. Originally from the Philadelphia
suburbs, Noah was active in USY, serving on the international board throughout his
high school years. Upon joining Temple Aliyah, Noah quickly became involved on
the Ritual Committee and young families’ programming. Noah is currently the
Vice President - Strategy and previously served in a variety of roles including
Ritual Committee Chair, Vice President of Jewish Life, Financial Secretary, and
Vice President of Membership, as well as a member of the Nominating Committee
and Cantorial Search Committee. Together with his wife Risa and children Ari and
Becca, being involved at Temple Aliyah has been a true labor of love and an
absolute privilege and honor.

MADELEINE (MINDL) COHEN, PHD  Madeleine (Mindl) Cohen is
Academic Director of the Yiddush Book Center and Director of the Center’s
fellowship program for Yiddush literary translators. She is also the translation
editor of the Center’s annual digital translation issue of its magazine, Pokn Treger.
Mindl has a PhD in Comparative Literature with an emphasis in Jewish Studies
from the University of California, Berkeley.

www.templealiyah.com/Learning/Adult_Education
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LISA DANETZ, JD  Lisa Danetz, an independent public policy consultant,
has worked in the voting rights, election administration, and democracy field as a
policy expert, advocate, and lawyer for 20 years. Her work has focused on increasing election- and campaign-based political participation in society and improving
election administration through executive and legislative advocacy, litigation,
public policy research, and public education. Current and former clients include,
among others, the Brennan Center for Justice, Democracy Fund, Demos, and
Voting Rights Lab. Ms. Danetz has published and been a frequent speaker on
voting rights issues, including testimony before the Senate Rules and Administration Committee, the Subcommittee on Elections of the Committee on House
Administration, and the United States Commission on Civil Rights.
Beyond her professional work, Ms. Danetz has been an active member of the
greater Boston Jewish community. She is a member of Temple Israel in Boston, her
two children graduated from the Rashi School, and her son is currently at Gann
Academy. In addition, she is a member of JOIN for Justice’s Growth Campaign
Committee, on the Advisory Committee of the Jewish Alliance for Law and Social
Action, and a past three-term community representative on the Boston Jewish
Community Relations Council. Ms. Danetz received her B.S. from Yale University
and her J.D. cum laude from New York University School of Law.
.
DAVID FARBMAN, PHD  David and his wife, Karen, with their
children (Emily, Shira, Jonathan) have been members of Temple Aliyah since
2006. David has served as Vice President of Jewish Life, President and head of
the Strategic Planning Task Force (2020) and now chairs the Rabbinic Search
Committee. Professionally, David has worked in education reform for 20+
years, conducting research in both public and Jewish day schools on how
schools optimize learning for students and professional development for
teachers. David holds an undergraduate degree from Brandeis and a Ph.D. in
American History from Brown.

CANTOR JAMIE GLOTH  Cantor Gloth joined Temple Aliyah five
years ago, having served as a cantor in synagogues in New Jersey, California,
Ohio and New York. Growing up in Akron, Ohio, where he began his singing
career at a young age in his synagogue’s Junior Choir, Cantor Gloth earned his
BA at the University of Cincinnati and a Master of Sacred Music and Ordination
as Hazzan from the H.L. Miller Cantorial School and College of Jewish Music
at the Jewish Theological Seminary. Married to Bina Carr, they are the proud
parents of three sons and a daughter. Cantor Gloth is always busy teaching,
leading the congregation in prayer, or rooting for his Cleveland sports teams, but
he is always ready for a rousing game or two of Mah Jongg.
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RABBI LESLIE GORDON  Rabbi Gordon, Temple Aliyah’s Rabbi-inResidence, has been an active member of the Temple Aliyah community
since1997, teaching and leading numerous classes and workshops. Rabbi
Gordon received her Rabbinic Ordination and Master of Arts from the Jewish
Theological Seminary of America. She has served as our Interim Rabbi during
Rabbi Perkins’ sabbaticals, as well as the Senior Interim Rabbi at Temple Israel
in Sharon. She has also served as a rabbi at synagogues in Alexandria, Virginia
and in Lowell, Massachusetts. The recipient of many awards, Rabbi Gordon
also teaches several conversion classes for Jews by Choice in the Boston area.

MARLA KAUFMAN  Marla Kaufman is the executive director and
founder of Jewish Addiction Awareness Network (JAAN). After her own family’s
decade-plus experience of navigating resources to support their son’s journey
from addiction to recovery, Marla has dedicated her life’s work to silencing
stigma and raising awareness. Since beginning JAAN in 2016, Marla has traveled
to Jewish communities across the United States to share innovative programs,
proven strategies, and best practices to help communities collaboratively address
addiction and related mental health challenges from a Jewish perspective. She
provides support to Jewish families in crisis and those desiring to integrate their
recovery with their Judaism, and leads Jewish cultural sensitivity trainings for
medical and addiction treatment professionals.

HOWARD KAUFMAN  Howard Kaufman and his wife Laura joined
Temple Aliyah upon moving to Needham in 2002. This followed their return to
the US from Israel where they lived for eighteen years. While living in Israel,
Howard closely followed the often confusing but never boring Israeli political
scene. A native of Newton, Howard is a graduate of Brandeis University and
Boston University School of Law. He is an active member of the Kesher
Committee and recently completed six years as chair of the Ritual Committee.

RABBI WILLIAM KAUFMAN, PHD  Rabbi Kaufman was ordained
at the Jewish Theological Seminary with a Masters of Hebrew Letters and
obtained a Ph.D. in Philosophy at Boston University. He served as Rabbi at
several synagogues and found his spiritual and professional home at Temple Beth
El in Fall River, where he served for 25 years until retirement, and remains as
Rabbi Emeritus. Rabbi Kaufman has worked as an adjunct Professor of
Philosophy at Rhode Island College, has published many articles, and is the
author of seven books, including Contemporary Jewish Philosophies. He and his
wife Nathalie have been proud members of Temple Aliyah for a decade.

www.templealiyah.com/Learning/Adult_Education
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NAOMI LITROWNIK, LICSW  For many years, Naomi Litrownik has
brought her professional talents to enhance our spiritual life at Temple Aliyah.
Naomi has been a practicing psychotherapist for more than four decades. In
addition to her clinical practice, she is a Behavioral Health Consultant, an EMDR
psychotherapist, and a Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction Teacher. She also
trained at the Institute for Jewish Spirituality. A Temple Aliyah member for many
years, Naomi attends services regularly and is a frequent Torah and Haftarah
chanter.

MARTIN MOULD, PHD  Now residing in Wellesley, Martin, the son of
a cantor and musician, grew up in Dorchester and Brighton, where he attended
Hebrew school and became a bar mitzvah at Temple B’nei Moshe. He is an
alumnus of Boston Latin School, attended the Hebrew (Teachers) College
Prozdor, and went on for his BA and teacher certification at UMass in Amherst.
After two years of teaching, at BLS, Martin joined the Peace Corps and taught at a
secondary school in Uganda. Having learned a couple of local languages there, he
decided to return and study linguistics and African languages at UCLA, where he
received his MA and PhD. Martin then returned to East Africa, where he lectured
in linguistics at the University of Nairobi in Kenya for several years and
subsequently spent four years directing an American Embassy ESL program for
local senior government officials in Mogadishu, Somalia. He then returned to the
US (DC metro area), where he eventually found work copy editing biomedical
research articles for journals of the American Physiological Society and was
active in a northern Virginia synagogue, Adat Reyim, until his retirement three
years ago. Martin returned to this area two years ago to be near family, joined
Temple Aliyah, and still works part-time remotely as a freelance copy editor.
Martin visited Uganda several times while in Nairobi, and regularly for the past
12 years, where he has since developed a close relationship with the Bayudaya,
the Ugandan Jewish community. Martin is divorced, with three grown sons.

RABBI CARL M. PERKINS, RABBI EMERITUS  Rabbi Carl M.
Perkins is currently Rabbi Emeritus after having served as Temple Aliyah’s spiritual
leader for 31 years. He was ordained and awarded a master’s degree in Talmud and
Rabbinics from The Jewish Theological Seminary in America. Before pursuing the
rabbinate, he practiced law for several years in Boston. Rabbi Perkins teaches and
lectures widely in the Boston area and beyond and is currently an adjunct instructor
at the Hebrew College Rabbinical School. He is the author of the revised edition of
Embracing Judaism and also of many articles and sermons published in various
journals, and responsa published on the Jewish Values Online website.
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MICHAL RAUCHER, PHD  Michal Raucher is an associate professor of
Jewish Studies at Rutgers University. Her research lies at the intersection of the
anthropology of women in Judaism, reproductive ethics, and religious authority.
Michal has a background in religion, gender studies, anthropology and bioethics.
As a Fulbright Fellow, Dr. Raucher conducted research on the reproductive ethics
of Haredi (ultra-Orthodox) Jewish women in Israel. Her first book, which is based
on this research, was published by Indiana University Press in 2020. It is titled,
Conceiving Agency: Reproductive Authority among Haredi Women.
Dr. Raucher’s second book, titled The New Rabbis, is based on five years of
research with women who have been ordained as Orthodox rabbis in America.
Research for this book has been supported by the Israel Institute, the HadassahBrandeis Institute, the American Academy of Religion, and the University of
Cincinnati. Michal has also published on Jewish pronatalism, the study of
Orthodox Judaism, sexuality and gender in Judaism, religion and bioethics,
abortion legislation in Israel, and female religious advisors on the Internet. In the
summer of 2021 Dr. Raucher began a new research project that involves
interviewing women who identify as Jewish, Christian, or Muslim, and who have
had an abortion in the United States.
Michal has been teaching public audiences for several years on issues related to
reproduction and abortion among Jews and in Jewish texts. Her work has been
featured in NBC News, JTA, The Conversation, and the Feminist Studies in
Religion blog, and she has been quoted in The New York Times.
Dr. Raucher has degrees from Columbia University, The Jewish Theological
Seminary, the University of Pennsylvania, and a PhD from Northwestern
University. She taught at The Jewish Theological Seminary and The University of
Cincinnati before joining the faculty at Rutgers University.

HARVEY SHAPIRO, PHD  Harvey Shapiro is Clinical Professor
Emeritus at Northeastern University where, up until this past June, he taught
courses on Jewish history, sociopolitical contexts of education, and on the
relationships among faith, ethics, and educational leadership. His primary areas of
scholarship are Hebrew literature and educational philosophy. Dr. Shapiro has
published numerous articles. He is the author of the book, Educational Theory
and Jewish Studies in Conversation (Lexington Books, 2013) and is the editor and
contributing author of the Handbook on Violence in Education: Forms, Factors,
and Preventions (Hoboken, NJ: Wiley, 2018).
Prior to his appointment at Northeastern University in 2008, Dr. Shapiro served as
Dean of the Graduate School of Jewish Education at Hebrew College in Newton,
Massachusetts, as Head of two Jewish day schools – Cohen Hillel Academy in
Marblehead, Massachusetts and Stephen S. Wise Middle School in Los Angeles –
and as Director of the UAHC Swig Camp Institute for Living Judaism in
Saratoga, California. He studied Jewish history for three years at Hebrew
University, holds a Ph.D. and M.A. in Jewish education from Hebrew Union
College, an M.S. in education from University of Southern California, and a B.A.
in history from the University of Minnesota. Harvey and his wife, Abby, have
been members of Temple Aliyah since 2003. They have three sons – Daniel,
David, and Rabbi Micah Shapiro.
www.templealiyah.com/Learning/Adult_Education
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LISA WOLLMAN, MD  Lisa is a graduate of the University of
Pennsylvania and The Albert Einstein College of Medicine. She completed a
residency in Anesthesia as well as two fellowships in Cardiac Anesthesia and
Intensive Care Medicine all at MGH/Harvard Medical School. Lisa was an
attending anesthesiologist at MGH and an assistant professor at the medical school
for 22 years during which time she received multiple awards including several
Partners in Excellence Awards.
In 2015 Lisa left MGH and gave up her position at the medical school when it
became clear that she was going to have to be a whistleblower for both state and
federal fraud violations. Since that time, Lisa has been a staff anesthesiologist at
New England Baptist Hospital, employed by Beth Israel Lahey Health Center.
For the last 7 years Lisa served as a relator in the Federal litigation, The United
States/Commonwealth of MA vs. Partners Healthcare-now MGB. The case was
settled in February of this year.
Lisa has been happily married to her husband, Stuart, for 29 years and they have
two wonderful children, Max and Jessica. They have lived in Needham for the last
26 years.
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SEPTEMBER
Wednesday, September 14
4 to 5 pm

Hesed at Temple Aliyah –What is Hesed?
with Judy Pike

Thursday, September 15
8 to 9 am

The Language of Coffee: Arabic Cooking &
Culture with May Arow

Sunday, September 18
10 to 11:30 am

Jews of Uganda, with Martin Mould

Monday, September 19
7:15 to 9 pm

Rosh Chodesh Women’s Study Group

Tuesday, September 20
8 pm.

Mid-term Elections
with Lisa Danetz

Shabbat, September 24
Following Shabbat Services

Kiddush Conversation: The Temple
Theme- Binarenu Uvezkenenu Nelech
with Kayla Reisman Brandel

Second Day of Rosh
Hashanah, September 27
8:15 to 9 am

High Holiday Meditation
with Naomi Litrownik
OCTOBER

Shabbat, October 1
9 to 10 am

Shabbat Meditation
with Naomi Litrownik

Monday, October 3
7:15 to 9 pm

Rosh Chodesh Women’s Study Group

Yom Kippur, October 5
3:30 to 4:30 pm

Bar Kochba and Yom Kippur Prayer Service
with David Bernat

Shabbat, October 15
Following Shabbat Service

Kiddush Conversation: Kehillah & Its
Many Shapes –Mourning During Covid
with Noah Carp

Thursday, October 20
8 to 8:45 am

Talmud Study
with Eitan Bloostein

Shabbat, October 22
9 to 10 am

Torah on Two Feet
with Rabbi Leslie Gordon

Sunday, October 23
10 to 11 am

Discussion on Israeli Elections
with Howard Kaufman

Wednesday, October 26
7:45 to 9 pm

Sisterhood Book Group

www.templealiyah.com/Learning/Adult_Education
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NOVEMBER
Tuesday, November 1
7:45 to 9:15 pm

Jewish Music & Classical Composers
with Cantor Gloth

Shabbat, November 5
9 to 10 am

Shabbat Meditation
with Naomi Litrownik

Sunday, November 6
10 to 11:30 am

Musical Midrash: Leonard Cohen
with David Bernat

Monday, November 7
7:15 to 9 pm

Rosh Chodesh Women’s Study Group

Tuesday, November 8
7:45 to 9:15 pm

Jewish Music & Classical Composers
with Cantor Gloth

Thursday, November 10
8 to 8:45 am

Talmud Study
with Eitan Bloostein

Tuesday, November 15
5 to 6 pm

Knitting Workshop-Hesed Shawls
with Nicole Rudolph

Shabbat, November 19
9 to 10 am

Torah on Two Feet
with Rabbi Leslie Gordon

Sunday, November 20
10 to 11:30 am

Bob Dylan and Spirituality
With Dr. Stephen Arnoff

Thursday, December 1
8 to 8:45 am

Talmud Study
with Eitan Bloostein

Shabbat, December 3
9 to 10 am
Shabbat, December 3
Following Shabbat Services

Shabbat Meditation
with Naomi Litrownik
Kiddush Conversation: Classical Jewish
Learning & Educational Philosophy
with Harvey Shapiro

Sunday, December 4
10 am

Film Discussion – Image of Victory
with Kesher

Sunday, December 4
7 to 8:30 pm

Understanding Gender Identity
with Sebastian Barr, PhD

Monday, December 5
7:15 to 9 pm

Rosh Chodesh Women’s Study Group

Wednesday, December 7
7:45 to 8:45 pm

Sisterhood Book Group

DECEMBER
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Shabbat , December 17
9 to 10 am

Torah on Two Feet
with Rabbi Leslie Gordon
JANUARY

Shabbat, January 7
9 to 10 am

Shabbat Meditation
with Naomi Litrownik

Thursday, January 12
8 to 8:45 am (Zoom only)

Talmud Study
with Eitan Bloostein

Shabbat, January 14
Following Shabbat Services

Kiddush Conversation- Rabbi Search
Committee

Monday, January 16
7:15 to 9 pm

Rosh Chodesh Women’s Study Group

Wednesday, January 18
5 to 6 pm

Soup and Jokes
with Hesed

Shabbat, January 21
9 to 10 am

Torah on Two Feet
with Rabbi Leslie Gordon

Sunday, January 22
10 to 11:30 am

Musical Midrash: Grateful Dead
with David Bernat

FEBRUARY
Wednesday, February 1
7:45 to 8:45 pm

Sisterhood Book Group

Shabbat, February 4
9 to 10 am

Shabbat Meditation
with Naomi Litrownik

Monday, February 6
7:15 to 9 pm

Rosh Chodesh Women’s Study Group

Thursday, February 9
8 to 8:45 am

Talmud Study
with Eitan Bloostein

Shabbat, February 11
9:15 to noon

Sisterhood Shabbat

Shabbat, February 11
Following Shabbat Services

Kiddush Conversation: Making Connections
over Coffee
with Wendy Bornstein

Shabbat, February 18
9 to 10 am

Torah on Two Feet
with Rabbi Leslie Gordon
MARCH

www.templealiyah.com/Learning/Adult_Education
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Shabbat, March 4
9 to 10 am

Shabbat Meditation
with Naomi Litrownik

Sunday, March 12
10 to 11:30 am

Jewish Legal Perspectives on Abortion
with Michal Raucher

Tuesday, March 14
8 to 9 pm

When & Why Israel Legalized Abortion
with Michal Raucher

Thursday, March 16
8:00 to 8:45 am

Talmud Study
with Eitan Bloostein

Shabbat, March 18
8 to 9 am

Torah on Two Feet
with Rabbi Leslie Gordon

Sunday, March 19
11 am to 1 pm

Sisterhood Torah Fund Brunch

Monday, March 20
7:15 to 9 pm

Rosh Chodesh Women’s Study Group

Thursday, March 23
8 to 9 pm (zoom)

Our Choices, Our Stories: Jewish Women’s
Abortion Experiences
with Michal Raucher

Sunday, March 26
11 am to 1 pm

Passover University
APRIL

Shabbat, April 1
9 to 10 am

Shabbat Meditation
with Naomi Litrownik

Shabbat, April 1
Following Shabbat Services

Kiddush Conversation:
Exploring Jews of Choice
with David Farbman

Shabbat, April 15
9 to 10 am

Torah on Two Feet
with Rabbi Leslie Gordon

Shabbat , April 15
Following Shabbat Services

Kiddush Conversation: From Vienna to
Cali- A Kindertransport Story
with Fred Borgenicht

Monday, April 17
7:15 to 9 pm

Rosh Chodesh Women’s Study Group
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Thursday, April 20
Talmud Study
8 to 8:45 am – via Zoom only with Eitan Bloostein
Thursday, April 20
4 to 6 pm

Challah and Brownie Baking
with Hesed

Sunday, April 23
10 to 11:30 am

Musical Midrash: Bob Marley
with David Bernat

Shabbat, April 28 and 29
and Sunday, April 30

Shabbaton Weekend

Sunday, April 30
7 to 8:30 pm

Addiction in the Jewish Community
with Marla Kaufman
MAY

Monday, May 1
7:15 to 9 pm

Rosh Chodesh Women’s Study Group

Tuesday, May 2
7:45 to 9:15 pm

Jewish Music and Humor: Part 1,
with Cantor Gloth

Wednesday, May 3
7:45 to 8:45 pm

Sisterhood Book Group

Thursday, May 4
7:45 to 9 pm

Rediscovering Yiddush Women Writers
with Mindl Cohen

Shabbat, May 6
9:00 to 10:00 am

Shabbat Meditation
with Naomi Litrownik

Tuesday, May 9
7:45 to 9:15 pm

Jewish Music and Humor: Part 2
with Cantor Gloth

Thursday, May 11
8 to 8:45 am –Zoom only

Talmud Study
with Eitan Bloostein

Shabbat, May 13
Following Shabbat Services

Kiddush Conversation: How My Life Changed
After Becoming a Whistleblower
with Lisa Wollman, MD

Shabbat, May 20
9 to 10 am

Torah on Two Feet
with Rabbi Leslie Gordon
JUNE

Shabbat, June 3
9:00 to 10:00 am

Shabbat Meditation
with Naomi Litrownik

Monday, June 5
7:15 to 9 pm

Rosh Chodesh Women’s Study Group

www.templealiyah.com/Learning/Adult_Education
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Shabbat, June 10
Following Shabbat Services

Kiddush Conversation: Maimonides’
Perplexity and Ours (Part 2)
with Rabbi William Kaufman

Shabbat, June 17
9 to 10 am

Torah on Two Feet
with Rabbi Leslie Gordon
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